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}F Mr . Painter, Ladies and Gentlemen ; and Young Men who bring us the world's news
WI
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each day . Since breaking my leg, I have become a more avid newspaper reader than
ever . The papers keep a man very much in the world, and I recommend them for
rehabilitating a UUP- victmms ..~
Every newspaper/ weekly, daily ; large, small ; general or special,# is a
complicated aechanism, difficult to understand and operate well . I needn't tell
this to you who are trying to prove a net balance with it each year . The
newspaper put out today, say in Hacketstown, mr . Chairman, carries five hundred
behind its fresh-inked front page . As if that
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were not enough to cram into the newspaperman's mind aki•wwk, there is the
futur ,which every day breaks in through the front page and makes the
newspaperman wonder whether he is in the market research business, the
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pusiness, the financial forecasting business w in the business of
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telling people what is happening ..
It is well for men in public life to appreciate these facts . If they
do not see how complex and worrisome is the business of newspaper publishing,
they are prone to make excessive demands upon the press . It is indeed
iron

to watch a politician who has* been too pressured
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to get a certain job done complaining that the
f

press is too ~~'{`

I other things to report fully why he hasn't been

.
able to get around to doing hi-job
Troubles between government officials

and newspeapers

sometimes have a basis also in the politicians seeing
the newspaper only as the medium for the expression of politics in the narrow
sense . (I believe, and I think you will agree, that political politics
is only the obvious part of the general politics of the running of American
society) So the politician, you might say, looks upon the newspaper as his
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true and only helpmate for life . He believes in monogamy . But the
(sure that the ladies will understand that I am talking
newspaperman (and I ,
only in a figure of speech) is polygamous . He has to
be wedded to every social interest . The day after the election, he must still
(&t out a newspaper . Arid when the summer doldrums before the election_ are
4T hand, and the towns of New Jersey are hot and little is happening, he may
even be wedded to a fishing pole or a greasy outboard motor, while his
true love, the politician, is anxiously scanning the pages of the press for
evidences of affection .
I do not imply that the newspaper man doesn't want to know what is happening
in politics and government . He does, but often in a broader sense than the
politician and often too in a sense that is in disagreement with the
politician . It is the job of the press to inquire about and construe politics
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from itsa point of vantage . It is not for the official or the politician to
determine tk&4 what that point of vantage has to be . These have long been
the principles of our pluralist, anti-despotic ae**srtsy republic . The
times may change but the basic principles remain the same .
It has long been good American law that censorship of a newspaper, that
is, imposi ng previous restraints upon publications, is unconstitutional .
In a famous case, Near vs . Minnesota (1931), the U .S .Supreme Court declared :
"the a dr inistration of gove :nrment has become more complex, the opportunities
for malfeasance and corruption have multiplied,crime has grown to most serious
proportions, and the danger of its protection by unfaithful officials and of the
impairment of the fundamental security of life and property by criminal alliances
and official neglect, emphasizes the primary need of a vigilant and courageous
press . ." Accordingly the Court struck down a statute that had allowed
government officials to prevent in 4he advance the publication of son_troversial
and possibly untrue stories .
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principle has remained the same, though times have charged .

Today this question of prior restraints on publication comes up in another
form . More and more of what is happening to determine our lives happens within
the offices of government . This is a trend that we Republicans especially feel
to be in need of controlling and restricting . But we must face thipt fact that
one out of seven Americans depends upon government for a livelihood and that
a large part of

governmental .

Now we Americans must know what is happening in the government at every
level and in every officev1 that *ie scall, but alert and critical public, ~t `'-~
,l
be informed and
is focussed upon each leve_ and office, eu*/guard against abuses .
of previous restraint
There lies then a double threat/at every level and in every office of
i+
cor or hi •
goverrrer_t . One ~s% na
ioh we have already described/aMd
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under co@trol ; officials cannot prevent in advance the publication of adverse
reports . The other type of previous restraint has grown to large proportions
with the expansion of government . This is the gr ::atest threat today . It is
the withholding and concealment of documents, records, and materials needed
to know and criticize what is happening in government . 4
Of what use is it to be free of censorship if you cannot get the
critical
**teri*1 stories in the first place?
Fortunately, the American press has not been #toj& blind to this threat .
And in a number of states, effective legislation has been passed assuring the

press 00t liberal access to public records .

New Jersey has unfortunately

not yet joined in. this necessary move to assure adequate entry bf .t.jaa
'D1' ` into the boiler rooms of public business . Assembly bill 536 has
put the challenge before the government of hew Jersey but there have
been delays occasioned partly by a sceptical an rotective atmosphere in the
executive branch of the State government . I wish to make my own position clear
on this matter . As Governor, I would exert my efforts to a prompt and firm
the press and public of the right to know
what is going on everywhere in government .

I would go even further in seeing that the law is faithfully executed in
this regard . There would be no dragging of feet, or sitting on hands . The
spirit of the law is as good as the letter of the law .
Too much is at stake to take lightly any bureaucratic intrusions upon
liberty . If we must have big government, it must be accountible government .
And when our greatest single instrument of accountibility in the
American republic is the press, as represented here tonight, there rust be no
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question of the cooperation of elective
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icials . American greatness has been

built upon the multitudinous activities of individuals, great and humble, in
the thousands of communities of the land . Our liberty of speech in the same
way depends not only upon knowing what is happening at Cape Canaveral, but
also on what is harpening at the dog pound in a New Jersey village .
Thank you , Mr. Chairman and kind friends, for this change to
be with you in spirit, if not in person .

Remarks of James P . Kitchell to the Alumni Day gathering of .
the Rutgers University Institute of ? :anagement and Labor Relations
June 24, 1961 .

By amplified telephone

Distinguished guests of the Institute, alumnis, faculty, and friends :
Sitting here in a~hospital and #i
elf' the inspired and dedicated work
Labor
that finds expression in thitlumni Day gathering at Rutgers, I am led to
project my memory backwards over many years of concern with the affairs of
labor and ma.nagement,,1'
We have come a long way from the time when rocks and clubs were the
major means of contact between management and labor . The milestones of
progress are reflected in the growth of an intellectual approach to
labor-management relations . Management became more socially aware .
Labor became teas obsessed with the idea of cap_talist wickedness, And
the third force, particularly represented by the universities of the
country,bee&me+ formed itself as the source of $tody clear-headed objective,
study and planned cooperation in industrial relations .
here exists not a family in America today that is not better off for
this three-pronged advance in human relations . To put it iaF another
way

til

I iWi know will echo personally in the hearts of you

at this conference, we who have spent our _fives in this field can
best appreciate that this enormous imp rovement and adaptation of
industrial
civilization has come about without any specific
constitutional or 4D f legal direction . It has veritably been a creation
of th

/will

_and intelligence of individual Americans . Noone in the

world can in honesty say that the United States is an unfeeling center
of unchanging resistence to human need if he knows ., the
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h#st y of

the labor relations movement of America in the last generation .
This is not the moment for a detailed ex ami nation of all the issues
of industrial relations, and certainly the telephone is not the mears for
offerin .- such an examination .

X6~01 There is, however, a general idea that
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I should like to mention, which has come out of some of my experiences in the
field of irdus -.riai relations . It is tentative and incomplete, of course, but
give alms to
after all, institutes of universities are intended to ate tentative and
incomplete ideas and tes--4hem that are looking for a night's lodging . The idea
I am thinking of has to do with a sdt of trends and problems .
First, the period of education has been growing longer and more of our young
are enjoying it .
Second, the aging are enjoying a longer, more physically active

life .

Thirds, woven are more free to engage in occupations .
Fou - th ;, minority groups such as the "egroes and the poor white farmers of the
South are integrating into the labor force .
Fifti1, the pace of technological improvement is acceterating ,with automation,

f
electronics, computer technology, and a general advance in scientific
applications to the work process .
Sixth, undreamed of rewards are going to men who are succeeding in tapping the
hiterto sealed wells of human morale and cooper a tior. i n work .
These trends add up to many things . Let me suggest one of the possibilities .
We shall have terrible problems if we let these trends go on simply as they
are, in isolation, divorced from study and cogiation . We shall have all sorts of
grindings and collisions as for example, women come 'rto the work force but are
met by less demand for their services owing to #Wi automation .
One big concept though can help us in planning to avoid the stresses and
strains . That is the concept of the continually self-educating society .
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